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I love it when somebody says most women don’t get politics.
Put us in a box, a really claustrophobic one, and then watch how we break free and talk you 

under the table, chair, and the very same box you shoved us in on the topic du jour. It’s election year 
2019 and women are all set to cast their vote in favour of the expected—safety and security.

But there is a twist. More than a gender-based selection, women are looking at development of 
the nation as key priority. Yup, we did a survey with millennial women and asked them what they 
want to vote for over the next five years. Some interesting findings emerged. My favourite: No, we 
do not opt for the same candidate/party that our families stand by. Yeah, surprising as it may sound, 

we are individuals in our own right (insert wink-
happy smiley).

Speaking of this, raise your hands on how many 
of you have exited family WhatsApp groups that 
forward fake news that only infuriates you against 
another community, political party, or candidate? 
In the wake of the Pulwama tragedy where 40 
Indian martyrs were lost to a terror attack, it has 

become every individual’s job to give a wide berth to hate and call out those who want to milk the 
tragedy for their own agenda.

I know of a girl who sat her dad down and schooled him on how not to fall for such incendiary 
social messages. A certain friend got her cousin’s account reported on a social media platform for 
trolling and spreading hate messages. It doesn’t matter if we are left of centre or right of centre, do 
we care enough to not join in this carnage—physical, mental, or social?

I fall back on the man we love to question and quote at the same time. Gandhi: ‘Non-violence is  
a weapon of the strong.’

Touché.
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 bares her Sufi soul

 HARSHDEEP
KAUR

The singer, equally adept at soaring 
Sufi numbers and folksy Bollywood 

tunes, talks of her future plans  

THE BUZZMAKERS

You are an electrifying 
performer. What do you 

enjoy most about  
performing live?

The best part about performing  
live is that I get to interact with my 

audience. That feeling when thousands 
of people sing your song along with  

you is priceless. It’s another high 
altogether for a singer!

You are a versatile 
singer who can switch 

between genres. 
Which is your 
favourite one?

I love all genres. However, 
when it comes to Bollywood 

music, I like songs where  
I can emote through my voice. 

I was literally performing 
and emoting behind the 

microphone for my latest 
song Ishq Mitha from Ek Ladki 

Ko Dekha Toh Aisa Laga.

Tell us about your 
most exciting 

upcoming projects?
Right now I’m very excited to

be the coach on the reality 
show, The Voice. It will be  

a great experience to watch 
new talent, and share  

my knowledge and 
experiences with them. 

Which singer 
inspires you? 

I am a Jagjit Singh fan 
and always wanted to 

become like him. I also 
do concerts, like him. 

—As told to Anindita Ghosh

You won two reality shows early 
on. How important were these 

shows in advancing your career?
Reality shows provide a great platform to 

showcase your talent. Each show is  
a different learning experience for singers. 

Singing on reality shows offers you 
recognition and helps the audience to get  

to know you and your talent. 

Is there any
song in recent

ti s that yyou wish you
e oppo ityyy

to perform?
I really liked the song Dil Diyan Gallan.

t s a a omposition by
Vi ha hekhar. I sing it in my

style at concerts with 
my band.

Any words of advice 
for aspiring singers?
I would advise them to learn 

music before they make  
it their profession. If  

you’re trained in Indian/
western classical  

music, your journey as an 
artist is enhanced.
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WE HEAR YOU!
Write to us at femina@wwm.co.in

I bought the February 9, 2019 
issue of Femina because the 
theme seemed interesting. 
I began reading the article 
Love And Other Drugs (The 
Big Story) and found that 
it was all I needed to begin 
my married life. Femina has 
helped me in all aspects of my 
life—fashion, beauty, food, 
travel, love, and sex.  

Anjali Sahani, Mumbai

I loved the article, Woman of
Steel (Reality, Interview) on 
Majiziya Bhanu in the latest 
issue. Cheers to such brave 
women who are fighting 
against all odds, and emerging
stronger with each battle. 
Also, the article, Jack Dorsey 
on Gender Equality and 
Diversity: “Crucial for Men 
to be a Part of this Struggle” 
(Reality, Interview), which 
talked of the perfect platform
to discuss empowering 
women was a great read. 

Naveli Gandhi,
New Delhi

I have been following Femina
for a few years now through 
your social media platforms 
and Femina.in. Recently,  
I picked up Femina’s February
9, 2019 issue from a nearby 
book stand and read it in 
one sitting! I couldn’t put it 
down until I had turned the 
last page, and it was fabulous.
Satisfaction (Not) Guaranteed
(All About You, Passion) 
answered all my queries on 
where couples are heading 
with their sexual lives today. 
Thank you for looking into the
hearts of so many women. 

Sybil Ferns, Goa
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It was refreshing to see Bhumi 
Pednekar on Femina’s February 
9, 2019 cover. Your fashion and 
beauty sections have helped 
me with a list of new stores to 
shop at, and must-have makeup 
products. From highlighting 
everyday issues to giving us  
a peek into the glamour world, 
reading Femina is truly like  
a well-rounded discussion.  

Soha Khan, Ahmedabad

Yet another great issue! Bhumi 
Pednekar looked bold and 
beautiful on the cover. The 
fashion and beauty features 
were challenging to say the 
least. The article, Shine  
On (Beauty, Trial-a-trend)  
was something new, and  
I learned about new products 
on the shelves. Continue the 
amazing work. 

Noorjahan Shaikh, 
Calicut

These five letters will win
this stylish handbag with 
diamond-shaped quilted 
stitch work and zippers. 

AN EXCITING GIFT
FROM LAVIE
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Women in India are voting now more than ever. 
In fact, today in most states, the female voter 
turnout is surpassing that of men. Evidently 
then, we are a politically conscious lot. But 

how do we vote and what do we want from the 
people we vote for? Femina has the answers. In 
a survey of select female millennial voters, from 
different metros, women reveal their preference 
for electronic voting machines, an online voting 

system, and candidates without a criminal 
history. We also get five women to speak about 

their concerns and how they’d like the next 
government to tackle them. By Ruchi Chopda 

THE BIG STORY 
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#FUTUREFOCUS
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

P
olitical parties and analysts rarely see 
eye to eye. But the one thing they 
agree on is that women will decide 
India’s 2019 elections. Not surprising,
since we already made history in the 

2014 general elections by greatly narrowing the 
voter turnout gap between men and women 
(female voter turnout rose to a historic high of 
65.5 per cent as against 67 per cent for men) 
and electing an all-time high of 61 women 
leaders to the lower house. And, if our survey 
of over 100 millennial women from metros—
Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Pune, and 
Ahmedabad—is anything to go by, millennial 
women are raring to vote again. Almost 64 per 
cent of registered voters said they will be voting 
in the upcoming elections and 34.3 per cent 
stated that they were first-time voters.

Development has to go hand in
hand with sustainability, especially
when it comes to preserving the
ecosystem of our cities. It has
become incredibly convenient to
chop off trees and build metros, but
people need to be held accountable
for illegally encroaching forest land
or cutting trees. We want to build
smart cities, but how about building
green cities as well? A recent news
article quoted a study which found
that Mumbaikars’ lung function is
35 per cent lower than residents of
similar cities in western countries.
No prizes for guessing, the main
culprit is environmental pollution.
Why then don’t we see any focus
on building a sustainable
development policy? What is the
point of development if we cannot
so much as expect clean air and
green spaces? We need a strict
policy from the central government
that cannot be modified as per
the convenience of state

governments and municipal
corporations. It all comes down to
awareness and accountability. We
need to act fast.

If there is one lesson to be learnt
from disasters like last year’s Kerala
floods is that we cannot take nature
for granted. Governments have set
up various committees to suggest
measures to arrest widespread
ecological devastation of already
sensitive areas. But are the
suggestions of these committees
ever implemented and, if yes, to
what extent? As citizens, like we
have the right to life, we deserve
a right to open spaces and clean
air as well.

It breaks my heart when I hear
of people hurting a wild animal
when they think the animal is
encroaching their space, but we
forget that we have ruined their
habitat. Development is not just
construction—it’s preserving
a balance of the ecosystem.

Have you registered 
yourself as  

a voter despite being 
eligible? 

Will you cast 
your vote for this 

parliamentary 
election?

Is this the first time 
you are voting?

NO 30.06%
DON’T KNOW 4.6%

34.3% YES 

64.8%Yes

65.7% No 

Yes
63.9%

MAY BE

20.4%

NO

15.7%

Shriya 
Pilgaonkar, 

actor
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THE BIG STORY 

#FUTUREFOCUS  
EDUCATION FOR ALLS

urprisingly, notwithstanding all the 
political ruckus over electronic voting
machines, a thumping 62 per cent 
trust them. Clearly, the government 
has driven home its point of the 

advantage of going digital well, since 
a whopping 68.5 per cent of the women are in
favour of taking the voting system online. 

When it comes to the voting procedure and
the None of the Above (NOTA) option though,
the millennial woman is fairly divided in her 
opinion. While a majority, 52 per cent and 55.6
per cent, to be precise, say they find the voting
procedure straightforward and hassle-free, and
that NOTA is a viable option for those who 
disapprove of registered candidates, a little 
over 20 per cent disagree on both counts.

Do you find the 
voting procedure 

cumbersome? 

Do you trust EVMs?

Would you prefer 
an online voting 

system?

Is NOTA a viable 
option?

20.4% YES 
27.8% CAN’T SAY 

NO 20.4%
MAYBE 24.1%

38% 
NO

31.5% NO

51.9% No 

62%
Yes

68.5% Yes

55.6% Yes

Ritabhari 
Chakraborty 

actor

I would like the next government to 
focus on strengthening our 
education system. The government 
must especially make an effort to 
make education accessible to 
underprivileged women. Lack of 
education is the root of all evil and 
can hinder major empowerment 
projects, which is something I have 
seen first-hand, as my mother  
and I have adopted a village  
called Bastala in West Bengal’s 
Jhargram district.

It’s fine to have a campaign like 
Sarva Siksha Abhiyan on ground. 
But is that all? What steps are 
being taken for proper 
implementation? Are there enough 
teachers in villages participating in 
such initiatives? The answer is 
anybody’s guess. And by 
education, we do not mean mere 
literacy. Moral education, basic 
health awareness, and even sex 
education should be part of our 

education system. We need to 
undertake a holistic approach to 
education at the grassroots level. 
The government should also think 
of incentives, if those are precisely 
what is needed, to motivate 
parents in rural areas to send their 
children to school. Midday meals 
are a great concept, but the 
government needs to ensure that 
such schemes are scam-free, and 
reach all children. It’s not that our 
country doesn’t have substantive 
schemes for education for all. But 
the point is, implementation of 
such schemes must be monitored
at all levels. The government 
should also encourage more public
participation in education 
initiatives and focus on utilising the
appropriate resources to make 
education accessible to all.  
I sincerely hope the next 
government gives its undivided 
attention to education for all. T
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#FUTUREFOCUS
TACKLE INTOLERANCE

I often use humour in my videos to
send across socially relevant
messages to my viewers. However,
there have been times when my
fellow content creators and I have
had to face flak, and at times, even
threats, when our videos have
ruffled feathers of certain sections
of society.

We’ve reached a point where
we’ve started taking jokes very
seriously. We’ve forgotten that
jokes are meant to be laughed off.
Instead, we tend to look for
underlying meanings and take
offence at the drop of a hat. For
instance, a friend wanted to make
a short film on the cultures of our
neighbouring countries. Before he
could even start filming, he had
people telling him that promoting
the culture of a particular
neighbouring country was
unpatriotic! The whole vibe in the
country has become intolerant.
And it is this intolerance that
I want the next government to

tackle. It needs to implement rules
and regulations that will protect
content creators from rigid
elements. Our freedom of
expression has diluted, which is
a content creator’s worst
nightmare. This whole intolerant
vibe in the country, where you get
labelled as anti-national just
because you want to do
something, is disturbing.

I am particularly concerned
about the spate of cases filed
against media persons and
content creators, often out of
vendetta. While some of the cases
may be justified, most of us are
responsible people who are well
aware of the impact our work has
on society. But you shouldn’t be
targeted just because your political
views, eating habits, or religion are
different from somebody else’s.
So, I would like the government to
tackle this intolerance so that
people like me are allowed to
create the kind of content we want.

T
he most heart-warming news is that
women believe in women. None of
those surveyed felt that women do not
make for skilled leaders. And while
a small fraction (11.1 per cent) said

they couldn’t say for sure how women would
fare in politics, a staggering 89 per cent said
women make for competent politicians. And
while we may believe in each other, we would
not blindly go voting for our brethren merely
on the basis of gender—over 83 per cent said
they would not vote for a woman on the basis
of gender. Women are also undecided about
the women’s reservation bill, with close to 52
per cent not approving of a reservation and 48
per cent giving it a nod.

Do women make
for competent

politicians?

Would you vote for
a woman on the basis

of gender?

Do you think there
should be

a reservation for
women in politics?

NO 0%
CAN’T SAY 11.1%

YES 48.1%

88.9%Yes

51.9% NO

NO
83.3%

YES

16.7%

Sukriti 
Chaturvedi,
independent content 

creator 
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THE BIG STORY 

#FUTUREFOCUS   
GENDER EQUALITYOf the respondents, 41.7 per 

cent said they have already 
decided which party they will 
be casting their vote in favour 
of, over 67 per cent know their 

local MP, and 99.1 per cent said that 
a candidate’s criminal history matters. Close to 
54 per cent of the voters will be casting their 
vote on the basis of party leadership, including 
the prime ministerial candidate, and a little 
over 9 per cent will vote on the basis of loyalty 
for a particular party. Interestingly, the election 
manifesto holds the same draw for voters as the 
local MP, with only 18.5 per cent casting their 
vote based on a party’s promise on their plan of 
action once they come into power.

I’d like the new government to 
focus on gender equality. I’d like  
a committee to research and 
define the female population of the 
country according to economic 
strata, minority status, community, 
geographical demographics, age, 
employment, and include 
members of the LGBTQ 
community that are femme- 
identifying. Using this data,  
the government should be able  
to come up with a step-by-step 
growth programme for their 
emergence as an equal 
contributing lot in the
country’s development.

The growth programme needs 
to categorise the various factors in 
which evolution is necessary—
education, health and hygiene, 
career and employment, laws and 
rights, safety and security,  
and wealth.

The country needs a large-scale 
awareness programme targeted 
towards men, and stringent laws to
deal with gender discrimination,

including rehabilitation and 
sensitisation, starting at the 
kindergarten stage. Beyond this, 
the contribution of rural women 
needs to be included, assessing 
and putting a number to the work 
they do. There should also be more 
direct social benefits to rural 
women. Identifying and looking at 
things such as paternal leave, 
redefining gender roles as parental 
or adult roles, better menstrual 
and pregnancy health for women 
all over India, agency over their 
bodies—these are micro-level 
problems that will help make 
macro-level changes. When women 
are given agency, it contributes to 
large-scale growth. When they are 
given the choice to decide, when 
they are not treated as property or 
inferior human beings, but as 
equal members of society, there is 
a definite possibility of sustained 
growth and well-being. 

Aparna  
Nagesh,  
professional  
dancer and  

choreographer

Have you decided 
which party you will 

vote for?

Do you know your 
local MP?

Does a candidate's 
criminal history 

matter?

NO 32.4%
SOMEWHAT DECIDED 25.9%

NO 0.9%

41.7% yes

99.1% Yes

NO
67.6%

YES

32.4%
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THE BIG STORY 

#FUTUREFOCUS   
ANIMAL SAFETY

As in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, 
development and women’s safety 
remain a primary concern for 
women voters. A total of 48.1 per 

cent want the government to think about 
improving the life of the common man with 
better infrastructure, a higher standard of 
living, and more employment opportunities, 
and close to 27 per cent want the focus to be 
their safety. 

In fact, if the next government wants to 
appease the female population of the country, 
women’s safety should be high on its priority 
list as a staggering 58.3 per cent expect its 
sole focus to be this as far as women’s issues 
are concerned. Other aspects where women
expect more gender-based policies include
more and flexible employment opportunities
(27 per cent), and education (11 per cent).

India is a country with detailed 
laws on animal rights. The problem 
is that often, they are not
regulated. While the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals Act has made 
things significantly better in terms 
of curbing mass killings of stray 
dogs to get rid of them, many local 
municipalities continue with this 
inhuman practice with little to  
no consequences.

The government has put laws in 
place that allow officials to pick up 
and vaccinate strays, and then 
take them back to the same
location they were found. The 
reason for this is that migrating 
dogs to different localities could 
lead to territorial fights between 
them and humans could also be 
caught in the crossfire. But, as 
recently as February 2019, it has 
been reported that stray dogs in 
major cities in South India are 
disappearing overnight. Animal 
rights activists argue that this is  
a result of local authorities sub-
contracting the task of vaccination 
of these dogs. This makes it easier 

for officials to be less accountable 
and encourages contractors to 
take bribes from residents to move 
the dogs to other areas. These 
dogs have no one to turn to except 
their caregivers. But they shouldn’t 
have to rely on them for their basic 
safety and right to live where 
they’re accustomed. Local 
authorities need to be held 
accountable in order to efficiently 
regulate laws. 

Another concern is the large 
percentage of pharmaceutical 
companies flouting safety laws 
around animal experimentation in 
India. Many of these companies do 
not employ veterinarians and 
caretakers, and force the animals 
to live in unhygienic and unliveable 
conditions. These labs need to be
regulated and shutdown in the 
event of such malpractices. The 
government needs to take more 
initiative to regularise current 
practices, ensure animal and 
human safety and also implement
new laws to move to a more 
compassionate world.

Anamika 
Haridas,  
stand-up comic 

What is the one thing 
you would like the 
next government  

to focus on?

Development
WOMEN’S SAFETY – 26.9%

CORRUPTION – 14.8%
INFLATION – 10.2%

EDUCATION – 11.1%
MORE AND FLEXIBLE WORK 
OPPORTUNITIES – 26.9%

PASS THE WOMEN’S 
RESERVATION BILL – 3.7%

48.1%

When it comes to 
women’s issues, what 

should the next 
government's  
focus be on?

58.3%
Safety
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THE BIG STORY 

#FUTUREFOCUS
EASE OF DOING BUSINESS

Decisions such as demonetisation 
and the implementation of the 
Goods and Services Tax, and news 
of mob lynchings and hate crimes, 

all led to some of the most heated debates 
between hitherto silent voters, both online as 
well as offline. Indians now, more than ever, 
are clued in to the political situation in the 
country. How then can women be left behind? 
A staggering 94.5 per cent of those surveyed 
said they are aware of the prominent political 
events in the country. And 38 per cent said 
their political opinions were independent of 
that of their families’ and that they cast their 
vote for candidates their parents or family 
members do not support or approve of.

I would want the government to 
reform and make ‘Make in India’  
a reality. I’m not an expert on the 
matter, but I feel that if the
government were to sign a free-
trade treaty like Sri Lanka and 
Bangladesh have with Western 
countries, then it would be an 
incentive for them to buy more 
products from us. Right now, 
garment exports are seeing  
a decline instead of growth. In fact, 
in the last four to five years, we’ve 
seen a massive decline in the 
exports of textiles. This is terrible 
because the textile industry is 
actually one of the largest foreign 
exchange earners for the country. 
We’ve seen many factories shut 
shop in the past few years, which is 
not good for the labour force. If we 
shut down factories, there is going 
to be unemployment. 

The government has to look 
into labour reforms as well.  
We’re just increasing the salaries, 
which increases our costs. And 
sudden increases don’t help 
because we can’t justify why 
Vietnam would be cheaper than 
India, or Bangladesh is cheaper 
than India. Why would any western 
country come here and buy our 
product? We need to attract them,
not chase them away. 

The government should also 
incentivise green organisations 
and those that provide workers 
with a better environment.

Exports should also be  
made tax-free. This would help  
us become more competitive  
in our costing, and increase  
our exports. enabling us to  
get more foreign exchange into  
our country.

Pallavi 
Mohan  

designer

Does the choice of 
the candidate you 

vote for match your 
parents' or your 
family member’s 

choice?

How aware would 
you rate yourself 

when it comes to the 
political happenings 

in the country? 

YES 21.3%
MAYBE 40.7%

38% NO

Somewhat 
aware 

59.3%

Very  
aware 

35.2%
Not 

aware 
at all 

5.6%
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ALL ABOUT YOU love

Where there is
a relationship,
there are bound

to be problems and these
can arise at any stage of
the relationship. External
factors such as job pressures,
financial strain, and family
squabbles, among others,
can cause tremendous stress
that one may not be able to
deal with.

Minor bumps and
major obstacles come
unannounced and experts
believe that it’s the way you
deal with them that makes
a difference. “Things can
go wrong even in a healthy
relationship, it’s completely
natural. The important
aspect is to accept,
and to look for a solution
together,” informs
Mumbai-based counsellor
and psychologist
Nandita Sarma.

In India, counselling
is often considered the
last resort. The truth is
that it can help bring
about a positive difference
regardless of the severity
or nature of the problem.

So, what prevents couples
from visiting a counsellor?
The idea that they will be
taking their problems out
of the bedroom to
a stranger is unnerving for
many. Couples therapist
Shivani Misri Sadhoo,
who is a consultant
at IBS hospital, New
Delhi, believes that in
our country, people still
have the mindset to visit
a doctor only when they

THE IDEATHATTHEYWILLBE
TAKING THEIR PROBLEMS OUT OF
THE BEDROOM TO A STRANGER IS

UNNERVING FOR MANY

BADBREAKING
Partners at 
loggerheads with 
each other often 
find it difficult 
to realise that 
professional help is 
needed. Anushree 
Kandalkar asks 
experts to break 
notions surrounding 
couples’ counselling

common issue that plagues 
couples. “Often, they end 
up talking about their  
kids, or joint finances  
for the household, clearly 
circumventing important 
issues about themselves, 
especially if they are  
likely to cause an 
argument,” says Sarma.

Bengaluru-based 
counsellor and co-founder, 
TalkitOver Counselling, 
Ennis Jose throws in  
a word of caution: “Even 
for couples to decide to 
come in for the sessions 
together, a certain amount 
of mutual understanding 
and willingness is needed.  
If they don’t feel 
comfortable or they refuse 
to open up in the presence 
of a stranger, the exercise 
will be in vain.” 

THE HURDLE 
are really sick and self-
medication hasn’t worked. 
“A similar thought process 
has been observed for 
counselling; most people 
think of it at an advanced 
stage of a crisis,” she says. 
The ‘self-medication’  
here could come from 
seeking support from 
friends and family.

Another barrier to 
counselling is the lack  
of communication, after  
a total breakdown between 
the partners. Experts 
say that this is the most 
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ALL ABOUT YOU love
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When you are unable
to talk or express
yourself freely.

There is some form of
abuse—emotional, physical,
or sexual.

Either of you feel
unfulfilled, disrespected, or
not acknowledged.

If you sense that your
partner is possibly having
an affair.

If you feel emotionally and
sexually distant from
your partner.

If the relationship lacks
the intimacy it used to have.

If both of you start living
more like roommates rather
than partners.

If the communication
between the couple has
completely broken down,
and the issue at hand seems
difficult to resolve and is
recurring in nature.

SIGNS TO
WATCH OUT

FOR

Take a step back
and consider
counselling as
an option

ACTION TIME

decided to get help. “Once
we began seeing a therapist,
it felt like we were actually
working towards bettering
our relationship. We began
voicing our worries and
feelings which we hadn’t
done in months,” she says.
After undergoing therapy
for over two months, Shetty
has one piece of advice:
“Find a way to talk, talk,
and talk to each other.”

Sadhoo says that the
biggest advantage is that
relationship counselling
helps couples to move from
‘I’ and ‘you’ to ‘us’. With
expert help, couples develop
a greater understanding of
themselves as individuals
and how they function as
part of a couple.

WHAT CAN 
YOU EXPECT 

FROM COUPLES 
THERAPY?

Although it is a difficult 
time to realise upfront when 
intervention is needed,  
a couple can look for a few 
signs. Experts feel that 
prolonged problems can 
get ugly over time, and 
both partners need to think 
clearly on what they want 
to do going further. “My 
husband and I had been 
quarrelling over the pettiest 
issues for months. After an 
argument, I decided ‘to not 
let it go as usual’ and give it 
some thought. I realised that 
even though we had turned 
bitter, deep down we  
loved each other dearly.  
I wrote a long email to 
him, and asked him if he 
would consider couples 
counselling,” reveals  
29-year-old teacher Radhika 
Bhatia* based in Mumbai. 

According to Sadhoo, 
prevention is more effective 
than intervention. “By 
the time a couple thinks it 
‘needs’ help, it’s often too 
late. Some research says 
that couples wait an average 
of six years before seeking 
any professional help. Word 
needs to reach out there that 
one should not wait that 
long,” says Sadhoo.

Each therapist has a unique 
way of approaching any 
situation. The reason why 
counselling works is that 
the therapists are clinically 
trained to assess and resolve 
the problems by engaging 
the participants accordingly. 

A few techniques that are 
generally employed are 
role-playing, narrative 
therapy, and open dialogue. 

As part of the process, 
partners are made aware of 
their individual strengths 
and the reasons that they 
came together in the first 
place. During counselling, 
apart from role-playing, 
the couple learns effective 
communication skills 
that help them convey 
their feelings as well as 
understand where their 
partner is coming from. 

 For 31-year-old 
homemaker Krisha Shetty* 
based in Pune, there came 
a time when she and her 
husband couldn’t talk to 
each other. Finally, she 

A FEW TECHNIQUES THAT ARE 
GENERALLY EMPLOYED ARE ROLE-

PLAYING, NARRATIVE THERAPY, 
AND OPEN DIALOGUE. 
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ALL ABOUT YOU celeb cheat sheet
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With schedules that take up their days and nights, these Bollywood 
bombshells always find time to squeeze in their workouts, no 

matter what. And it’s not just hitting the gym; they also experiment with 
choosing the perfect routine. Get ready for some major inspiration! 

G I Janes
Facing difficulty in motivating yourself to get 
out of bed and hit the gym? These Bollywood 
ladies offer some major inspiration to get 
super fit, finds Arya Chatterjee 

KEEP IT COOL LIKE KATRINA 
Known for being her own task master when it 
comes to fitness, Katrina Kaif has maintained her 
gorgeous body with a variety of exercises. Those 
killer abs don’t come easy. The actor indulges in 
water aerobics to break the monotony and her 
trainer Yasmin Karachiwala is all for it. This form of 
exercise not only has a huge number of benefits, 
but it also keeps the body cool. It helps build 
strength and resistance while being fluid on the 
joints, and is extremely relaxing. Try it! 

This beauty started training 
for pole dancing for her 
movie, A Gentleman, and 
has been a connoisseur of 
the art form in Bollywood 
ever since. Pole workouts are 
famous for bringing together 
coordination, choreography, 
balance, and weight-lifting, 
all in one go. While it’s not 
only targeted towards 
weight loss, it’s great for 
toning your body. “Some 
days you excel and some 
days you don’t, but every 
day you grow #polefitness @
lanaroxy,” posted Jacqueline 
on her Instagram page. 

GET IN SHAPE LIKE ALIA
If Alia Bhatt’s fitness videos on Instagram are anything to
by, the Raazi girl is quite a Pilates fan. This exercise techn
helps Bhatt improve flexibility and strength. It is a great
workout that focusses on all major muscle groups, and
is close to ‘meditation’ for Bhatt. “Pilates is all about the
hand-eye coordination and focus,” Bhatt is quoted saying
Yasmin Karachiwala’s book Sculpt and Shape.

KICK IT UP LIKE DISHA
We’ve been drooling over Baaghi girl Disha Patani’s toned body 
since she started posting videos of her kickboxing on Instagram. 
The actor shared the secret of her fitness with a publication 
saying, “My workout routine is a mix of things. On a daily basis,  
I follow a basic dance routine followed by kickboxing.” A major 

stress reliever,  
this exercise 
technique 
improves 
reflexes  
and body 
coordination.  
Kickboxing isn't 
only a great form 
of self-defense  
to learn, but also 
helps build  
core strength! 

go
ique

in

Apart from her 
candid opinions, 
the ‘queen’ of 
Bollywood is 
known for her 
svelte figure. 
However, not many 
know that she’s 
trained in CrossFit 

and martial 
arts. The 

actor 
started to 
train for her 

role in 
Krrish 2 and 

has continued the 
training to keep 
her body toned 
and in shape. 
CrossFit is a form 
of a strength and 
conditioning 
programme 
designed to make 
you as fit as 
possible. It utilises 
all 10 fitness 
spheres—
cardiovascular 
endurance, 
stamina, strength, 
agility, flexibility, 
power, speed, 
coordination, 
balance, and 
accuracy. 

TRAIN LIKE 
KANGANA

BEND IT LIKE JACQUELINE
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Just as beams of yellow flooded the
unways, this hue is sure to take over
your wardrobes too. Take a look at

our exclusive marigold picks!
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Knit cami, `3,070, 
The English Factory

Straw visor, 
`3,450, 
San Diego 
Hat

Woven raffia 
clutch, `3,790, 
Nordstrom.com

Suede heels, 
`6,999, 
Steve Madden

Rimless angular 
sunglasses, 
`4,988, Nem

Printed 
neck tie, 
`2,070, 

Free People
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FASHION front row

Acetate sunglasses,
`4,020,
Quay Australia

Crepe midi 
dress, `8,999,  

Mara Hoffman

With living coral, experts bring attention
to myriad things, including environmental

and social issues. As the colour (and
awareness) spreads, we show you how

to incorporate this woke shade into your
fashion choices

THEBIG
SHIFT

die,
999,
nals

Birthstone 
bracelet, 
`3,024,  
Kendra Scott

Straw tote, 
price on 
request,  

Kayu

Tassel 
earrings, 
`3,999,  
Panacea

Jacquard 
pants 

`9,999, 
FRAMESuede mules, 

`4,585,  
Sbicca

A
LT

U
Z

Z
A

R
A

Cotton hoo
`6,9

adidas Origin

Felt hat, `6,487,
Clyde
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1. Pyramid pendant, `4,589, Ellie Vail 2. Zodiac bracelet, `3,441, CAM 
3. Coin ring, price on request, Marlo Laz 4. Zodiac necklace, `5,695, Argento Vivo  

5. Double coin earrings, `3,441, Sashi 6. Coin hoop earrings, `4,747,  
Sterling Forever 7. Cloister earrings, `17,668, Virgin Saints & Angels

3 C

FASHION jewellery

5

7

4

3

2

1

6

Add these coin jewellery trinkets to your 
personal collection to elevate your look like 
never before. Whether a simple gold chain 
or a pair of hoops, these charms bring an 
antique elegance to contemporary pieces

MEDALLION 
MEDLEY
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BE UNCONVENTIONAL 
It can’t get trendier than a dress  
over pants! 

Embroidered nude dress, price on 
request, Huemn; khadi denim sari 
pleated pants, `21,400, Bodice; 
metallic red shoes, price on request, 
Misfit Panda; resin crescent statement 
brass stud, `1,545, Accessorize; gold-
plated ring set, `699, Pipabella.com
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MODEST 
OPERANDI

Modest fashion came to grace fashion headlines as early as the 2000s but has 
taken prominence only over the last year. The trend rose to stardom after young, 

cosmopolitan women, wanting to lay equal importance on faith as well as style, started 
demanding aesthetic, non-revealing garments. Prachiti Parakh puts on display these 

creative silhouettes that don’t skimp on style. Photographs: Keegan Crasto
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DYNAMIC DENIM 
Soften your look with  
a chiffon maxi underneath  
your favourite fabric.

Ruched maxi dress, price on 
request, Pooja Shroff; khadi box 
pleated denim dress, `3,300, 
Bodice; gold-plated ring set, 
`699, Pipabella.com; long stud 
earrings, `2,600, spiral ring, 
`6,500, both Anaqa
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PASTEL POP
A requisite for a sunny day, 

team a pastel midi with 
an exaggerated shirt for 

maximum impact.

Cotton poplin shirt, 
`18,500, Bodice; satin 

hand embroidered maxi 
dress, `8,000, Garima 

Singhal; gold-plated ring 
set, `699, Pipabella.com; 

hand-embroidered earrings, 
`18,000, Deepa Gurnani; 

snakeskin pumps, 
`4,099, Truffle Collection
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FASHION feature

MIX AND MATCH
Clashing prints form the main 
domain for modest fashion. 

Satin scarf, `2,595, 
Satya Paul; haidyn earrings, 
`3,600, Deepa Gurnani; 
ikat kurti, `2,290, Ancestry; 
embroidered crepe high-low 
top (worn backwards), 
`34,500, Payal Singhal; 
gold-plated ring set, `699, 
Pipabella.com 
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MORE IS MORE
Set a trend by throwing on 
a jacket with larger-than-life 
sleeves over a printed dress.

Wool blazer, `31,700, Bodice; 
blue overlay kurta, `4,490, 
Ancestry; gold-plated ring 
set, `699, Pipabella.com; 
Swarovski crystals gold-plated 
ring set, `2,195, Accessorize; 
faux dottie earrings, `2,800, 
Deepa Gurnani

FASHION feature
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FASHION feature

VELVETEEN GAZE
A simple shift dress in luxe 
fabrics over a printed tunic  
is the upgrade you need for 
your wardrobe. 

Chanderi printed tunic, 
`12,000, Varun Bahl; velvet 
short kurta, `9,800, Payal 
Singhal; crepe printed pants, 
`9,500, Rajdeep Ranawat; 
gold-plated ring set, `699, 
Pipabella.com; processed 
leather grey pointed pumps, 
`3,699, Trèsmode
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BORROWED FROM 
THE BOYS
A day dress over a striped shirt 
spells androgynous fashion.  

Polyester shirt, `1,790, 
Coverstory; tier dress, `1,160, 
Tahweave; kota silk scarf, 
`6,720, Rajdeep Ranawat; gold-
plated ring set, `699, Pipabella.
com; Swarovski crystals 
gold-plated triple ring set, 
`2,195, Accessorize; ankle-strap 
studded heels, `3,299,  
Truffle Collection

FASHION feature
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FASHION feature

WHITE VARIETY 
Break the monotony  
of utilitarian hues with 
pristine white for a head-
turning appearance. 

Short-sleeve shirt, `3,599, 
Tommy Hilfiger; crepe dress, 
`12,000, corduroy draped 
pants, `15,000, both Esse; 
gold-plated ring set, `699, 
resin drop earrings, `999, 
both Pipabella.com; cat-eye 
havanas, `10,090, Rayban; 
Swarovski crystal gold-plated 
ring set, `2,195, Accessorize 
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FASHION feature

SLIP IT ON
Don your slip dress over 
a shirt and statement pants, 
for an out-of-the-box look. 

Handloom linen slip dress, 
price on request, linen shirt 
dress, `15,500, both Diksha 
Khanna; chanderi wide-leg 
printed pants, `6,200, 
Kanelle; cocktail ring, `599, 
gold-plated ring set, `699, 
both Pipabella.com; beaded 
head wrap, `8,064, Deepa 
Gurnani; hoop earrings, `399, 
Global Desi; nude pointed 
pumps, `1,000, INTOTO 
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PRETTY PARODY
Longchamp has collaborated with Clo’e 
Floirat for its latest collection of bags. 
Available in a classic silhouette, the  
all-blue line sports colourful cartoon 
prints for a fun and quirky look. The
bags can be carried with casual outfits like 
a pair of jeans with a top, or palazzos
and a blouse.
PRICE: `16,000 onwards
AVAILABLE AT: Palladium mall, Mumbai

FLORAAND
FAUNA
Alberto Torresi has come up with its 
recent line called Coastal Birds Collection. 
Available in shades of white, red, blue, and 
beige with floral prints and embroideries, 
the shoes are ideal for casual occasions. 
PRICE: `3,495 
AVAILABLE AT: Albertotorresi.com

VINTAGE WAY 
Designer Shruti Sancheti launched  
her latest collection, English Summers,  
in ivory cream, duck-egged blue,  
apricot orange, mustard yellow, sage 
green, berry milkshake pink, and teal.  
The line comprises tunics, dresses,  
skirts, and blouses in vintage style,  
with puffy sleeves and lace details  
for a feminine spin. 
PRICE: `5,600 onwards
AVAILABLE AT: Pinnacleshruti.com

Clovia launched its  
tenth store in Delhi 

recently. Along with a wide 
range of lingerie and 

sleepwear, the store has  
on display its latest bridal 
collection for the ongoing 

wedding season. The 
space, patterned with 

polka dot interiors,  
is divided into different 

sections. Meanwhile, 
designer Tarun Tahiliani 

launched his new  
boutique in Kolkata.

Femina’s round-up of the latest news, views, and buzz in fashion
Trending

ARTISTIC 
WONDERS
Inspired by the 
traditional Rajasthani 
art of Pichhwai, 
designer Anita Dongre 
has unveiled 15 limited 
edition ethnic pieces  
for brides-to-be. 
Adorned with minute 
details and intricacies, 
the line is hand painted 
and available  
in beautiful pastels, 
black, red, and purple. 
PRICE: On request
AVAILABLE AT: Anita 
Dongre store, Mumbai

LAUNCHES 
WE LOVE
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BOHO-MA’AM 
Woven Textures, Charles & Keith’s spring 
2019 collection, uses braided jute rope 
and basket weaves. It comprises flats, 
strap sandals, totes, and d’Orsay and 
block heels. These accessories with the 
bohemian spin that they lend to an 
outfit are perfect for a day-to-night look.
PRICE: `4,999
AVAILABLE AT: Charleskeith.com

FASHION hotlist

NATURAL 
NUANCES
Tree of life, Lyla’s recent line, is inspired by 
nature itself. Available in black and wine, 
the collection consists of tunics that can 
be worn as both, dresses and kurtas. With 
relaxed silhouettes made of cotton slub, 
the outfits are perfect to be worn from 
office in the day to dinner at night. 
PRICE: `1,599 onwards
AVAILABLE AT: Shoplyla.com

AIR BORNE
Nike’s new footwear line, Air 

Max Dia, comprises 
comfortable shoes  

in pastels, white, black, and 
red. The pieces can be teamed 

with an athleisure outfit for  
a laid-back look. You can wear 
it to the gym, a movie, or even 

a party with a flowy dress. 
PRICE: `8,995

AVAILABLE AT: Nike  
store, Mumbai

POLO PALETTE
Rhea Parekh launched polo fashion
brand, Los Polistas, at Mumbai’s first
Women’s Polo Cup. Featuring all-white
jeans and polo T-shirts in a range
of colours and designs, the line
is perfect for a horseback or a social
event. White, pink, navy blue, and black
are used as base colours, while gold,
silver, and earthy tones form the palette
for the embroidery.
PRICE: `2,350 onwards
AVAILABLE AT: Pernia's Pop-Up Shop

JEWEL CREST
Take your pick  

from neckpieces, rings, 
bracelets, and earrings,  
from Gehna Jewellers’ 
recent line. Studded  

with diamonds and green  
stones, the neckpieces  
are ideal for high-end 
parties and weddings, 

whereas rose gold  
earrings and rings can  
be used as statement  

pieces with both
ethnic and western wear.

PRICE: On request
AVAILABLE AT: Gehnajewellers.com
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METAL
MANIA!

A touch of metallic will have you
shining this season! From smoky

eyes and intense lips, to an all-over
radiant glow, metallic makeup is
what you need to shine through

the day and glam up your evenings.
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BEAUTY trial-a-trend

Pretty, feminine
silhouettes with
radiance were

spotted at the Adeam
Spring/Summer 2019
show at New York Fashion
Week. The look is clean,
charmingly sophisticated,
and one for everyone to
flaunt this season.

GET THE LOOK

1FACE – Start with  
a primer for the 

makeup to last longer. P
H

O
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Use a concealer on dark
circles and blemishes, if
any. Apply a moisturising
foundation for sheer,
dewy skin. Set with
a pressed powder for
a flawless finish.

2CHEEKS – Work
a soft contour on

your cheeks and jawline.
Follow by highlighting
the highest points of your
cheekbones, bridge of
your nose, forehead, chin,
and Cupid’s bow.

3EYES – Apply
a metallic rose gold

glitter on your lids.
Extend the hue to the

crease and smudge it
on the lower lashline.
Highlight the inner
corners with a metallic
gold glitter eyeshadow.
Line the upper and lower
lashlines with a white kohl
pencil. Apply generous
amounts of mascara and
groom your eyebrows with
a spoolie for a neat look.

4LIPS – Exfoliate with
a scrub for a plump-

looking pout. Finish with 
a translucent lip gloss.

Get your glow on by embracing the luminous skin
trend this season, says Sanjana Salunkhe

GLOSSY
GLIMPSE

The look
GLOWING
GODDESS

Wear it to
A DAY OUT

WEAR A
ROSE PINK
LIPSTICK
TO AMP UP
THE LOOK.

Kiko Milano
Skin Tone
Concealer

Rimmel
London

Stay Matte
Long

Lasting
Pressed
Powder

Cover FX
Natural Finish

Foundation

Huda Beauty Rose Gold
Remastered Palette

Benefit
Cosmetics That
Gal Brightening

Face Primer

Maybelline
New York 
V-Face Duo
Stick

Forest Essentials
Cane Sugar

Lip Scrub

L'Oréal Paris False 
Lash Superstar 

Mascara

Nyx 
Professional 

Makeup 
Jumbo Eye 

Pencil

Wet n Wild MegaGlo 
Highlighting 

Powder

Glamglow Plumprageous Gloss 
Lip Plumper Treatment
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BEAUTY mandate

SKINMAKEUP

Dr JAISHREE
SHARAD

Celebrity cosmetic
dermatologist and CEO

of Skinfiniti Aesthetic Skin
& LASER Clinic, Mumbai

SAVIO
JOHN PEREIRA

KAPIL
BHALLA

Renowned celebrity
makeup artiste

YOU ASK
The one-stop panel for all your skin, makeup, and hair questions

Send in your queries to femina@wwm.co.in

Please suggest
an effective way
to minimise the

appearance of large
pores as I want to
avoid getting acne.

Pores are openings of the
sebaceous (oil) and sweat

glands. They dilate or
enlarge when the ducts in
the glands expand due to
excessive oil production.

Use rose water twice
a day on your face, and

remember to moisturise.
Apply a retinol-based

cream thrice a week at
bedtime. Make sure to use
products 10 minutes after
cleansing, and avoid taking

frequent steams.

HAIR
Apart from using

shampoos or
conditioners, is there
any other way I can
make my hair smell

nice all day long?

Celebrity hairstylist and founder 
and creative director of Savio 

John Pereira Salon 

This is a common concern, 
but one which has an easy 

solution. Take your pick 
from the fragranced leave-
in products available in the 
market. Additionally, you 

can add a few drops of your 
favourite essential oil to 
your leave-in products. It 

will provide that necessary 
fragrance boost, apart from 

being great for your hair. There 
are also a variety of specifically 

formulated hair perfumes 
available in the market.

A basic makeup tutorial 
starts with skincare 

and prep. You need to 
understand your skin 
and its needs, identify 

problem areas, and 
highlight your best 

features. Adopt a routine 
of cleansing, toning, and 

moisturising, followed 
by concealing and 

powdering. Eyebrows 
and eye makeup come 
next, followed by lips  

and cheeks. 

I am a novice when 
it comes to makeup. 

Can you list the 
areas I need to 

cover when doing 
basic makeup?

— Jinal Shah, Ahmedabad— Richa Agarwal, Delhi— Archana Dubey, Mumbai
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BEAUTY

All that’s fresh and fun 
on the beauty shelf

HOT 
RIGHT 
NOW

POWER BLUE 

The all-new KENZO World eau da 
parfum is what you need to reflect 
your confidence and grace. The 
signature black plum, magnified 
with notes of peony and sambac 
jasmine, lends it a unique aura. 
The intense vanilla tone unfolds 
with panache—a perfect 
combination for today’s  
women who want to look and  
feel powerful. 
Available: At all leading stores
Price: `5,900

WOW WINTERS

The winter months leave your skin 
dry and dull. Pamper it with some 
nourishment with the hydrating 
body lotion range from WOW Skin 
Science. The range consists of 
natural ingredients and fragrances 
meant to nurture moisture-starved 
skin. The aloe vera-infused daily 
body lotion is ultra-light and 
ideal for oily skin; the shea 
and cocoa butter is rich 
in essential fatty acids 
that improve the 
skin’s elasticity and 
moisture; and the lotion, 
with coconut milk and 
argan oil, softens the skin, 
keeping it healthy  
and glowing. 
Available: At all leading 
e-retailers
Price: `399

MASK ON, 
MASK OFF

NykaaNaturals launches 
Nykaa Skin Secrets Sheets 

Masks, a perfect 
amalgamation of Korean 
technology with ancient, 

natural Indian ingredients. 
The easy-to-use sheet masks 

should be a go-to skincare 
routine as they nourish, 

hydrate, and brighten your 
skin. These fusion masks, 

available in 11 variants, come 
with the goodness of hand-

picked ingredients like 
avocado and moringa, 

almond and yogurt, rose and 
goat milk, black mud and 

aloe vera, and much more! 
Available: On Nykaa.com 

and across all Nykaa stores
Price: `100 

GEL GOODNESS

Looking for something weightless on the skin? Get 
your hands on Dermalogica’s water gel moisturiser 

formula that transforms into a skin-quenching 
fluid upon application, which locks in the 

moisture. The apple fruit extract and 
glycerin soften the skin while 
protecting it against dryness. 

Moreover, the innovative 
combination of cactus 

and pear extract, 
helps soothe 

sensitive skin. 
Available: At all leading 

stores
Price: `5,200 

LAVA LOVE 

Extracted from nature’s lap, the Innisfree Jeju Lava 
Seawater brings you a range of skincare with the most 

unique ingredient–lava seawater, drawn from Jeju 
Island’s underground volcanic bedrock layers. The 

powerful hydration energy of lava seawater helps repair 
damaged skin cells, and fights premature ageing for 

healthier and luminous skin that’s plump, smooth, and 
moisturised. Get your hands full with their creative new 

range of Jeju Lava Seawater Essence, Deep Essence, 
Eye Serum, Seawater Skin and Cream.

 Price range: `1,500 to `2,000
Available at: All leading stores
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BEAUTY health documentary

FAT
CHILLS

You can now lose love handles and tummy bulges simply by 
freezing your fat. Sanjana Salunkhe gives you the lowdown  

on the popular fat-loss technique

F
rom ice-cold facials to chilly 
cryotherapy treatments, the technique 
of freezing seems to have taken the 
world of medical procedures by 

storm. The latest treatment that seems to have 
both doctors as well as patients/candidates 
interested is the breakthrough technique of fat 
freezing. The calorie-shedding burn associated 
with getting rid of unwanted fat could soon 
be a thing of the past with this FDA-approved 
procedure of freezing fat cells.

WHAT IS FAT FREEZING? 
Fat freezing, or cryolipolysis, is a medical 
procedure that uses temperature cooling to 
destroy fat cells. It’s a non-surgical treatment 
that helps you lose extra fat without any 
incisions. The process uses controlled  
cooling to drop the temperature of the
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skin and suctions in the skin 
surrounding the area of the fat 
that you wish to get rid of. In 
simpler words, “it is a process 
wherein a specialised device is 
attached to the skin to freeze 
and destroy the thin layer of 
fat under the skin,” says Rekha 
Seth, founder of Cosmetic 
Dermatology Society (India), 
and owner of Dr Sheth’s. 
The procedure has recently 
garnered much attention, with 
several international celebrities 
opting for this non-invasive 
alternative to liposuction. Dr 
Chiranjiv Chhabra, director and consultant 
dermatologist, Skin Alive clinics, says, “One 
can choose the body part where they want to 
freeze the cells. You can target the abdomen, 
love handles and even the double chin. 
It contours the body and offers more of a 
permanent solution to a shapely figure. 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE  
FOR FAT FREEZING? 
It is essentially for anyone who has stubborn 
areas of body fat that they want to get rid 
of. “Fat freezing can be done by anyone who 
wishes to lose excess body fat in a non-surgical 
manner. Both men and women can opt for 
this treatment,” says Dr Geetika Mittal Gupta, 
founder and medical director at International 
Skin & Anti-Aging Centre. The ideal 
candidates could be anyone looking for mild 
improvements, in the age group of 18 to 80 
with a BMI of less than 30, and those looking 
to shed four to five kilograms of extra fat, says 

BEAUTY health documentary

PROS
DONE AS PER YOUR 
CONVENIENCE  
You can choose a trained 
dermatologist and get the 
process done right at the 
expert’s clinic.

NO DOWNTIME REQUIRED  
You can get the procedure done 
and get back to your routine  
the same day. 

IMPRESSIVE RESULTS  
You get to see the results in  
a few sessions and they are 
long-lasting, as long as you 
adopt a healthy lifestyle. 

CONS 
LACK OF VERSATILITY  
One of the biggest 
drawbacks is that this 
treatment isn’t for 
everyone. It is meant  
for people with problem 
areas and not those  
looking for weight loss. 

COST FACTOR 
It is more expensive  
than traditional methods.  
While working on certain 
areas won’t cost much,  
a complete transformation 
can be as steep as  
a liposuction process.

WHAT’S COOL, WHAT’S NOT

The ideal candidates could  
be anyone looking for mild 
improvements, in the age  
group of 18 to 80 with a BMI of  
less than 30, and those looking 
to shed four to five kilograms  
of extra fat. 
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BEAUTY health documentary

Dr Chhabra. “People between that age group
have successfully witnessed the results of the
technique. All healthy adults wanting to get
rid of their bulges on abdomen, inner thighs,
outer thighs or chin can opt for the treatment,”
she says. Experts also recommend staying away
from the procedure if you suffer from allergic
reactions to extremely cold temperatures.
Pregnant women and people suffering from
heart-related ailments also cannot opt for
fat freezing.

While many believe it to be a weight-loss
method, it’s important to keep in mind
that this is not for those looking to shed
tonnes of weight. Fat freezing merely aids
in shaping your figure with minor and
minimal fat reduction.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Fat freezing is quite a relaxed treatment which
can be done in the comfort of a reclining chair
at your dermatologist’s clinic. Since it’s not
painful, you don’t need any drugs/painkillers
before the procedure. You also have the
freedom to watch a movie or simply enjoy
a nap while the equipment does its work.
Dr Chhabra describes the fat degradation
process: “A cold applicator that targets the fat
cells and crystallises them is applied on the
skin. After crystallisation, the targeted cells
go through the natural cell death process.
Once the fat cells are killed, the body
flushes them out.”

A single fat-freezing session could take
around two to three hours. Dr Seth says, “You
may feel intense cold but, the feeling subsides
within five to 10 minutes as the area goes
numb. After you and your physician select the
area(s) to be treated, the device is positioned

WHAT ARE THE SIDE 
EFFECTS OF FAT 

FREEZING? 
Most people do not feel anything during the 
procedure except mild sensations of pulling 

and stinging etc. Though, some rare side 
effects could include:

Tugging sensation 
When the cooling panels make contact with 

your body during the procedure, you may 
feel a tugging sensation. This lasts for an 
hour or two depending on the duration of 

your treatment. 

Pain, stinging or aching 
One of the most common side effects is  

a stinging sensation or aching. This 
typically happens after the treatment 

because of the cold temperatures that the 
skin and tissues are exposed to. 

Temporary redness, swelling 
or numbness 

Post the treatment, temporary side effects 
such as numbness or redness can occur, 

which get resolved in a few days. It is 
normal to experience loss of sensation  

in the treatment area because of the  
cold temperatures. 

While many believe it to be a 
weight-loss met hod, it’s important 
to keep in mind t hat t his is not for 
t hose looking to shed tonnes of 
weight. Fat freezing merely aids in 
shaping your figure wit h minor and 
minimal fat reduction.

TO DOS 

PRE-TREATMENT 
 Before treatment, 

conduct an assessment
to analyse areas 
of concern 

 Make sure to get the
process done by a 
professional 

 A review of medical
history is must 

 It is recommended
to book your session 
three months in 
advance 

POST-TREATMENT 
 Maintain a healthy

and nutritious diet 

 Indulge in physical
activities 

 Don’t make it 
a habit and keep your
weight under check 

 If you experience 
other side effects 
besides those 
mentioned, consult
your doctor 
immediately. 
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on your body and controlled cooling is applied. 
A gel pad and applicator are put on the 
targeted area and vacuum applicators draw  
the tissue into the cup. Applicators are  
secured to the treatment area and they  
deliver controlled cooling to the targeted fat.”

WHAT ARE THE RESULTS
“Although the results are not visible 
immediately, the patient will feel a slight 
change within three to four weeks. However, 
it takes 12 weeks for the complete change to 
take place,” says Dr Shefali Trasi Nerurkar, 
consultant dermatologist at Dr Trasi’s La Piel 
Clinic. While the results are promising and 
have long-term effects, just like every other 
non-surgical treatment, it can take a while to 
achieve them results. A single treatment yields 
minimal changes with approximately 25 per 
cent of fat reduction. While you may notice 
changes in three weeks, the effectiveness of 
the treatment is apparent after two months 
and one can actually see the transition. Even 
after the treatment, the body continues to 
flush out fat cells for up to four to six months, 
thus leading to further fat loss. 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? 
The cost and duration of fat freezing varies 
from person to person. Dr Seth says, “The 
dermatologist works with the patient on 
the best treatment plan and tailors it as per 
their requirements. For some, a customised 
treatment plan may include more than one 
treatment (six to eight at least). The physician 
will provide a clinical recommendation of the 
areas that need to be treated and the number 
of treatments needed.” The cost, however, 
ranges from `10,000 to `50,000. The cycle 
differs from person to person and can vary 
between 45-60 minutes. 

IS IT PERMANENT?
Dr Gupte says, “Yes, the results are permanent, 
but at the same time, it is also important for 
a person to maintain their body by following 
a healthy diet and engaging in some physical 
activities.” Once the treated fat cells are gone, 
they are gone forever. The reason being that 

Both the procedures work towards permanently removing
fat from targeted areas. There, however, are a few key differences:

Surgical,  
done with 

anaesthesia

Procedure
type Non-invasive 

Blood clots, skin 
discolouration, 
internal wound 

punctures, lumps,  
etc. that can lead  

to serious 
complications

1 hour 
surgery 

3-5 days

Noticeable 
results after 

three months

`2 lakh

Minor effects  
like temporary 

bruising,  
redness, swelling 

etc. that can  
be easily 
resolved 

A few one-hour 
sessions

A walk-in, walk out 
procedure

Visible results  
after 3 weeks

`10,000 to `50,000

Side 
effects

Duration

Recovery 
time

Results

Average cost

LIPOSUCTION FAT FREEZINGVS

Even after t he treatment, t he body continues  
to flush out fat cells for up to four to six 

months, leading to further fat loss. 
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BEAUTY health documentary

IS IT A SURGERY?
It is a non-surgical procedure and is 
done without any incisions.

IS IT PAINFUL?
While getting the process done, you go 
through mild discomfort but it is
tolerable and can be taken care of with 
medicines.

IS IT A WEIGHT-LOSS METHOD? 
No, it is a fat-loss process. Many think it 
is for obese people but they are wrong. 
The treatment is aimed at losing only  
a few inches of extra fat. It is to be 
considered when you want to get rid of 
four to five kg of stubborn fat.

IS IT TEMPORARY?
It is a permanent fat-reduction
procedure provided you keep your  
weight under control.

after puberty, our body doesn’t make new fat 
cells. Post-treatment, however, experts can’t 
help but emphasise on staying fit. Those  
who undergo the treatment must ensure  
a change in their lifestyle through nutrition  
and exercise.

IS IT SAFE?
“Fat freezing is safe and harmless as long as it’s 
conducted by a trained professional. It works
only on the targeted area and does not tamper
with the surrounding tissues. Even the device
used in the procedure is built keeping in mind
safety concerns. The device has built-in sensors
to detect whether the skin is getting too cold,
in which case, the system will shut down 
automatically. While temporary side effects 
such as numbness, redness or tenderness 
could occur, they are resolved within days or
weeks,” says Dr Chhabra. The post-treatment
phase also doesn’t require any precautions in
particular and the patient can go back to  
a regular routine almost immediately after  
the procedure.

FAT FREEZE FAN CLUB

KHLOE 
KARDASHIAN
The visible effects 
of fat freezing are 
quite apparent on 
this Kardashian, 

who is now 
sporting a more 

toned body 
especially on her 

hip areas.

JENNIFER 
ANISTON 

Aniston shared 
her experience  
in an interview 
online, in which 
she admitted to 
carring out fat 

freezing for 
certain areas  
on her body.

LINDSAY 
LOHAN 

Not the one to shy 
away from 

experimenting, 
Lohan promotes 

fat freezing as  
an easier way  

to get rid  
of all that 

unwanted fat.

MARIAH 
CAREY 

She has also 
resorted to the 

popular procedure 
to maintain her 
flawless curves. 

Carey credits her 
slimmed-down 

look to fat 
freezing.

FAQs answered
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Divya Jain has been converting freight containers into vocational schools 
for the needy. She speaks to Anindita Ghosh about her endeavour

A
s the founder and 
CEO of Safeducate,  
a skilling company 
that trains 

supply chain and logistics 
professionals, Divya Jain 
was always interested in 
expanding her role to include 
the poverty-stricken sections 
of society that do not have 
easy access to education or 
vocational training. Aware 
of the dearth of skilled 
professionals in the logistics 
sector, she hit upon the  
idea of converting used 
freight containers into 
colourful, solar energy-
powered, air-conditioned 
vocational schools. 

“Every year, hundreds 
of these large containers 
are scrapped. I thought of 
recycling them to bring 
down the cost and effort 
involved in developing 
infrastructure,” says Jain. 
They can be converted into 
classrooms, restrooms, 
computer labs, libraries, 
dorms, and simulation labs. 

At the moment, 
Safeducate has container 
schools stationed in  
Binola (Haryana), Chhapra 
(Bihar), and Ambala and 
Amritsar (Punjab), with 
plans for more. “These 
centres have classrooms 

A new school  
of thought

with whiteboards, chairs,
and projectors that are set-
up in a way that a student 
can see what the teacher 
is teaching no matter 
where he is sitting. The 
practical labs have the latest 
equipment, for students to 
benefit from cutting-edge 
technology. We have also 
built toilets and set up  
libraries with the labs,”  
Jain informs. 

With 10,000 candidates 
already trained, Jain 
obviously sees the scope for 
more. “Students undergo 
classroom, practical, and 
on-the-job training. It is 

mandatory for them to
attend three months of 
classroom training before 
going on the job for two 
months,” she says. 

Recently, in association 
with the Ministry of 
Skill Development 
and Entrepreneurship, 
Safeducate launched 
a container school in 
Chhapra, Bihar, offering 
short-term courses for the 
physically disabled youth.

Before setting up in  
a state, Jain’s team conducts 
research to figure out the 
profile and numbers of 
youth in different districts 

and categories like SC, ST, 
minorities, and women. “All 
our candidates in state-
sponsored projects are from 
below the poverty line. 
To get a student enrolled 
for these projects, our 
representatives visit the 
villages, shortlist eligible 
candidates, counsel them 
about our courses like Office 
Assistant, Consignment 
Booking Assistant, 
Consignment Tracking 
Executive, and Courier 
Branch Sales Executive, and 
offer admission if they are 
interested,” she says. 

The next step for this 
creative educator is to 
implement the plan to set 
up 20 more schools across 
the country.

“Every year, hundreds of these large 
containers are scrapped. I thought of 

recycling them into classrooms.”
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REALITY cover girl
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S
he stole hearts in her very first film, Rehna
Hain Tere Dil Mein. And it wasn’t just the
protragonist who fell in love with the coy
and kind Reena, but also the audience. Mirza
has brought life to many characters since, in

movies like Dus, Cash, and Lage Raho Munna Bhai, where
she portrays the role of a girl who does not want to deceive
anyone to marry the man of her dreams and stands up to
her father for it. In real life too, Mirza certainly stands up
for what she believes in. As the UN Environment Goodwill
Ambassador for India, she actively supports conscious
environmentalism. Over to the actor-turned-humanitarian
to learn how she balances her time.

ACTOR DIA MIRZA TALKS TO  
ANUSHREE KANDALKAR ABOUT TURNING 
PRODUCER, HER FAVOURITE FILM, DREAM 
ROLE, AND THE TOPIC CLOSEST TO HER  
HEART   —THE ENVIRONMENT  
PHOTOGRAPHS: VINAY JAVKAR
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REALITY cover girl

“I LOVE DRAWING 
INSPIRATION FROM 

AN EMPATHETIC 
PERSPECTIVE,  

AND I GET TO DO  
IT AGAIN AND 
AGAIN AS AN 

ACTOR”.
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REALITY cover girl

You have a strong stand on women and 
their choices. Do you believe in equality 
of the genders? How long do you think 
it will take us to achieve it? 
I am a feminist. I was raised a feminist in  
a feminist household. My parents, not even for 

“I THINK THAT  EQUALITY IS 
ESSENTIAL FOR GROWTH AND 

EMPOWERMENT”.

an instance, let me believe that I was different 
from any of the boys in the house or around 
us. In fact, the first time I experienced gender 
inequality was in the workplace, when I realised 
that the men on the set were treated differently 
from the women. I think that equality is essential 
for growth and empowerment. If we hope for a 
better, safer, and balanced world,  
we need to offer both men and women an equal  
place and role at work and at home. 

As an active spokesperson for social 
and environment causes, is there any 
message you want to give our readers?
The reason I took on environmental 
consciousness as actively as I did was because 
I think I worked so closely with children and 
cancer patients. While working with them,  
I realised that many of the problems that we 
deal with as a society are caused by the polluted 
environment we live in. Everything is polluted, 
whether it’s the air we breathe, the water we 
drink, or the food we eat. It’s essential that we 
become conscious of the fact that the ambition 
to do great things in life can only be fulfilled if 
one has the health to do it. It’s important that we 
protect the health of the environment, because 
at the end, we have only one planet to live on 
and if we don’t care for it, we suffer. In terms of 
environmental consciousness, there’s been an 
extraordinary shift in the last five years. This is 
because people across the world from mainstream 
society, film personalities, among others, have 
taken up the cause. They have a voice that can 
transcend all barriers and create a social impact. 
It's great that these personalities are also making 
environmentalism an integral part of  
their identity. 

As the United Nations goodwill 
ambassador of India, what’s been your 
greatest achievement? 
As the UN Goodwill ambassador, I actively 
participate in campaigns and social awareness 
programmes, hoping that it not only influences 
society, but also policy makers and the 
government. For me, the most incredible thing 
in the last one and a half years is that we’ve been
able to galvanise support for the beat plastic 
pollution movement in India. We’ve managed to
make Maharashtra single-use plastic free nation.
We’ve even got prime minister Narendra Modi to
commit to making India a single-use plastic free H
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by 2020, which is huge. No other world leader 
has done this. I’ve made suitable changes in my 
lifestyle and tried to completely eliminate the use 
of plastic in my daily life. Instead of using  
a plastic toothbrush, I use a bamboo toothbrush. 
I’ve replaced my plastic earbuds with bamboo 
ones. Regular sanitary napkins are made mostly 
of plastic, so I’ve started using sanitary napkins 
made completely out of natural materials; they’re 
100 per cent biodegradable. I carry my own cloth 
bags and don’t accept any plastic bags while 
shopping, and refuse plastic straws when I order  
a drink. One of the big challenges, on an everyday 
basis, is waste segregation at home, at the source. 
We’ve managed to implement a system in our 
society where we not only segregate, but  
also compost the wet waste, discard the  
dry waste, and recycle what’s possible. 

Your recent movie Sanju worked really 
well with the audience. What was the 
experience like working on the movie? 
Sanju was a very special film to work in, especially 
because I was working with Rajkumar Hirani 
for the second time after Lage Raho Munnabhai. 
Getting the opportunity to work with artists like 
Ranbir Kapoor, Anushka Sharma, and Vicky 
Kaushal was special. I think I have a kind of 
karmic connection with Sanju sir (actor Sanjay 
Dutt) because I have worked with him before, and 
he holds a special place in my heart. I wanted to 
essay the role of his wife, Maanayata, in  
a meaningful manner. The fact that the audience 
loved the film and that it’s done so well was an 
incredible boost to my morale, because I had 
declined a few projects so that I could be a part of 
this film. And I was very happy to be in it. 

Of all the roles you’ve essayed so far, 
which is your favourite? 

I think an actor’s first film is always the most 
special because it carries so many incredible 
memories. Whenever I meet someone new, or 
wherever I go—at the airport or a college campus 
or the movies—people come up to me and talk 
about Rehna Hai Tere Dil Mein and the song Zara 
zara. It’s a privilege for an artist to have that one 
standout film in her career that generations can 
connect with. Over the years, so many people 
shared how their love story resonates with the 
story of the film saying, ‘On our first date my wife 
and I watched that movie,’ or ‘I proposed to my 
wife after watching that film’.   

“I THINK AN ACTOR’S FIRST 
FILM IS ALWAYS THE MOST 
SPECIAL BECAUSE IT CARRIES 

SO MANY INCREDIBLE 
MEMORIES”.
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REALITY cover girl

One role you’d love to do? 
This one is easy. I have been obsessed with 
painter Amrita Sher-Gil’s personality for a long 
time now, and have read a lot about her. I hope to 
be able to portray her on screen someday. She is 
perceived as India’s Frida Kahlo, and is a dynamic 
and complex personality with an incredible 
history. Playing her would be amazing. 

What is the one thing you love most 
about your work in the film industry?
Being able to become somebody I’m not, and to 
be able to portray a gamut of emotions and life 

experiences that aren’t my own. I love drawing 
inspiration from an empathetic perspective, and  
I get to do it again and again as an actor. 

What prompted you to get into 
production?
When I forayed into film production with Born 
Free Entertainment, I was just 26. Many people in 
the industry said that I shouldn’t take it up since it 
would be perceived as the step of an uninterested 
actor. For some reason, this dynamic not only 
exists, but also persists in the industry. I hope 
my choices dispel those stereotypes. My primary 
reason for turning producer was that  
I wanted to tell stories that matter, which resulted 
in films like Love Breakups Zindagi and Bobby 
Jasoos. I wanted to tell stories that engaged and 
entertained, but also had something relevant to 
say about where we stand as women, who we are, 
and what we aspire to be.

While juggling several commitments, 
how do you find time for a healthy 
skincare regime? 
I’ll be honest, I think I’ve been blessed with great 
genes and I don’t fuss too much with my skincare. 
I do, in a way, take care of my skin by ensuring 
that I use products that are not chemical-based or 
harmful. I choose natural, organic products.  
I ensure that all my makeup is off at the end of 
the day. I use a natural scrub—a combination 
of walnut, apricot, and honey—to clean out the 
pores twice a week. And I use a moisturiser to 
keep my skin hydrated, and always remember to 
use sunblock. I think it’s important to work out 
and eat healthy, because that’s what reflects on 
your skin. 

Tell us a bit about your upcoming 
projects.
I’m glad that post Sanju, I am getting to work on 
projects that are meaningful and that I care for, 
working with people with whom I really connect 
with. I am currently working on two powerful 
digital shows. I think they will be able to establish
a piece of me that I haven’t explored before. 

“I THINK IT’S IMPORTANT TO 
WORK OUT AND EAT HEALTHY, 
BECAUSE THAT’S WHAT REFLECTS  

ON YOUR SKIN”.
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FEMINA event

It was a starry evening at Cheryl’s Femina Stylista West, powered
by SkinCity India, in association with Sheetal Creations

Style, personality, and
sass—the 16 contestants
of Cheryl’s Femina Stylista
West, powered by SkinCity

India, in association with Sheetal
Creations were on point through the
finale. Held at Sahara Star, Mumbai,
the event saw the best of glamour,
style, and wit. Pune girl Tanvi Kharote
was announced the winner, while
Pune’s Priya Singh, and Mumbai’s
Rishika Bali were announced as
the first and second runners up,
respectively.

The distinguished jury comprised
actors Neha Dhupia, Vaani Kapoor,
and Taapsee Pannu; Sheetal
Creations’ Sheetal Biyani; chairperson
of Gravittus Foundation, Usha 

Kadade; Femina Editor and Chief
Community Officer, Tanya Chaitanya;
and medical director of SkinCity
India, Dr Niteen Dhepe. They judged
the contestants on how they carried
themselves, their attitude, their
confidence, and the way they fielded
the questions in the Q&A round.

The pageant comprised three
rounds during which the stylistas
sashayed down the ramp in the best
of ensembles and accessories. The
first round had them flaunting their
personal style in little black dresses
from their own wardrobes and from
the brand Fling. Their looks were
complemented with bags by Giordano
India and jewellery by Romoch.com.
The second round saw the stylistas 

STYLE, 
GLAMOUR, 
ACTION!

(From L to R) 
Vaani Kapoor, 
Taapsee Pannu, 
and Neha Dhupia

(From L to R) Second runner-up Rishika Bali, winner 
Tanvi Kharote, and first runner-up Priya Singh

The stylistas don Prerna Gupta’s resort 
wear creations during training
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wearing fashion-forward creations
by the label RSR by Riti Rahul Shah
and jewellery by Romoch.com. The
final round saw the girls take to the
runway in elegant and stylish evening
wear and gowns by Haute Book,
stunningly paired with jewellery by
Zilver and Romoch.com. The judges
then narrowed them down to the top
eight, who went through the Q&A
round, after which the top three
winners were announced.

The stylistas were trained for
the ramp walk by choreographer
Lovell Prabhu, at Radisson Blu Pune
Hinjawadi. Maushmi Dhawan of
Beautiful Secrets Studio had all the

SUB CONTEST
WINNERS

Radisson Blu
Charismatic Stylista

Priya Singh with
Taapsee Pannu and

Sanjay Saxena, Radisson
Blu Pune Hinjawadi

Aditya Birla
Memorial Hospital’s

Dynamic Stylista
Tanvi Kharote with
designer Riti Shah
and Vaani Kapoor

Giordano’s Chic
Stylista

Rishika Bali with
Kraig Lewis,

Giordano

SkinCity’s
Gorgeous Stylista
Aishvarya Patil and

Rishika Bali with Yogita
Dhepe and Dr Niteen

Dhepe, SkinCity

Sheetal Creations
Dazzling Stylista

Meher Daryani with
Taapsee Pannu

and Sheetal Biyani,
Sheetal Creations

Prerna Gupta’s
Mesmerising

Stylista
Neha Tiwari with
designer Prerna

Gupta

THANK YOU TO THE PARTNERS:
 Title Partner—Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals  Associate Partner—Sheetal Creations by Sheetal Biyani  Powered by—SkinCity India  Wellness Partner—

Aditya Birla Memorial Hospital  Hair and Makeup Partner—Beautiful Secrets by Maushmi Dhawan  Training Venue Partner—Radisson Blu Pune Hinjawadi 
 Couture Partner—Prerna Gupta  Television Partner—Zoom

THE JURY 
Meet the stalwarts on our panel of judges

(From L to R) Usha Kakade of Gravittus Foundation, actor Vaani Kapoor, actor Neha Dhupia, 
Femina editor and chief community officer Tanya Chaitanya, actor Taapsee Pannu, SkinCity’s 
Dr Niteen Dhepe, and Sheetal Biyani of Sheetal Creations

contestants’ hair and makeup  
on point, while their styling for  
all rounds was taken care of by  
stylist Chaitali Kulkarni.  
Poppy Jabal presented the event 
with flair and poise. 

The event also saw a c
of brilliant performances
between the three rounds
It was an evening of firsts
India’s first flute beatboxe
Sudhir Rao had the 
audience dancing to his
tunes while Ultimate 
Striderz, presented 
India’s first hover board
act on stage.

The stylistas take the stage for the third 
round in evening gowns by Haute Book

The contestants with Rekha Dubey, CEO, ABMH

Cheryl’s Radiant 
Stylista

Disha Patil with 
Vaani Kapoor

ouple

s.
s!
er

Maushmi 
Dhawan of  
Beautiful 
Secrets 
Studio

FEMINA event
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LIVING
Bubbling cheese and 
bread on skewers—there’s 
something about fondue that 
screams ‘party’! Then there 
are the Swiss penalties for 
losing your bread in the pot:  
a girl gives every gentleman 
at the table a kiss; a guy must 
buy the next round of drinks. 
And the best part? Fondue is 
simple to make and great fun 
to gather around!

Ingredients  
½ cup + 1 tbsp dry white wine 
1 tablespoon kirsch (cherry brandy) 
120 g gruyere cheese, grated 
120 g fontina cheese, grated 
½ tsp nutmeg, freshly grated 
1 tsp lemon juice 
1 tsp cornflour  
Bread and boiled potato cubes, to dip  
 
Method 
Heat half a cup of cup white wine and 

kirsch in a small, heavy-bottomed pan 
over a low flame.  
Add the gruyere and fontina, stirring in 
one direction until they melt. 
Stir in the nutmeg gently. 
In a small bowl mix one tablespoon 
wine, lemon juice, and cornflour. Stir 
this mixture into the pot. 
Continue stirring until the mixture 
thickens and coalesces. Transfer to  
a fondue pot and keep warm. Serve with 
toasted bread and boiled potato cubes.

MELTING POT
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LIVING food

Chef Daya Singh of CinCin, Mumbai, spins up a trio of three Sicilian specialties

SERVES: 2 > PREP TIME: 15 minutes

1. Peel and mash the avocado in a bowl until smooth.
2. Add the onion, tomato, lemon juice, and extra virgin olive oil, and mix all the ingredients together. 

3. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Toast the French baguette slices.

5. Apply a generous amount of avocado mixture on each slice.
6. Garnish the avocado crostini with fresh parsley and serve.

SICILIAN 
SPLENDOUR

1 medium ripe avocado

1 medium tomato, 
finely chopped

1 medium onion,  
finely chopped

1 lemon, juiced

10 ml extra virgin  
olive oil

Salt, to taste 

½ tsp pepper

1 French baguette, 
sliced

5 g parsley, chopped, 
to garnish

AVOCADO CROSTINI

TIP: CUT THE BAGUETTE ON THE DIAGONAL TO ACCOMMODATE A GENEROUS AMOUNT OF TOPPING.

Calorie count: 285 calories (per serving)
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120 g strozzapreti 
pasta (or use fusilli) 

15 ml extra virgin  
olive oil

2 cloves garlic, finely 
chopped 

½ onion, finely 
chopped

200 g tomato sauce 
(see below)

Salt, to taste 

½ tsp pepper 

100 g eggplant,  
diced small

10 g smoked 
Scamorza cheese, 

grated

PASTA ALLA NORMA

TIP: USING FRESH TOMATOES? COOK THEM FULLY TO GET RID OF ANY RESIDUAL RAW TASTE.

SERVES: 1 > PREP TIME: 30 minutes > COOKING TIME: 10 minutes

1. To prepare the tomato sauce, heat the extra virgin olive oil in a pan over a medium-high flame. Add the garlic, basil, and
rosemary, saute for one minute. Add the chopped onion, and sauté till translucent. Add the tomatoes and cook for 20 minutes. 

Strain, discard the garlic, basil, and rosemary, and set aside. 
2. Cook the pasta in a large saucepan of salted boiling water until al dente (firm to the bite). Drain and transfer to a platter. 

3. Heat 10 ml extra virgin olive oil in a pan over a medium-high flame. Add the finely chopped garlic, onion, and 200ml of the
prepared tomato sauce and cook for 15 minutes. Season to taste.

4. In another pan, fry the eggplant dices in 5 ml extra virgin olive oil until golden. Drain and add to the sauce. 
5. Toss the cooked pasta in the sauce.

6. Garnish with the grated smoked Scamorza cheese.

s

Calorie count: 750 calories (per serving)

For the tomato 
sauce:
10 ml extra virgin  
olive oil

200 g Pelati tomatoes 
(or regular fresh 
tomatoes), peeled  
and crushed 

2 cloves garlic, 
crushed  

5 g basil leaves

1 sprig rosemary 

½ white onion,  
finely chopped
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LIVING food

For the hazelnut 
base:

150 g crushed 
hazelnuts, 

200 g brown sugar 

150 g butter

150 g flour

For the praline base:
40 g milk chocolate 

40 g praline paste 
(see Tip)

40 g French biscuits, 
(or use butter 

cookies), crushed 

For the mousse: 
500 g dark chocolate 

250 g fresh cream

250 ml whipped cream

SERVES: 4 > PREP TIME: 30 minutes > COOKING TIME: 15 minutes

1. Preheat the oven to 180 degrees.
2. To prepare the hazelnut base, mix all the ingredients together to form a dough. Spread the dough on  
a silicon sheet placed on a baking tray to make the base. Bake this base for 10 minutes on steam mode. 

Remove from the oven and cool on the tray. 
3. To make the praline base, melt the milk chocolate in a microwave for one-and-a-half minutes on high, 

stirring at regular intervals. Add the French biscuits and the praline paste and mix with a spatula. Spread the 
praline base over the cooled hazelnut base on the tray. 

4. Melt the dark chocolate in a double boiler.  
5. Warm the fresh cream over a low-medium flame, add to the melted chocolate, and mix well.

6. Beat the whipped cream in a whisking bowl until soft and creamy. Fold small portions into the chocolate 
mixture; you should get a mousse-like texture. Spread the mousse over the praline base. 

7. Refrigerate the three layers for four to five hours. 
8. Cut into squares and serve with a side of raspberry puree or raspberry syrup.

TIP: TO MAKE THE PRALINE PASTE, PULSE ROASTED ALMONDS TO A PASTE.

Calorie count: 2,000 calories 
(per serving)
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LIVING quick bites

Chef Sabyasachi Gorai shows you how to put
together delicious bowls of goodness with these
smoothie recipes. By Gia Claudette Fernandes

INGREDIENTS

4 cups soy yoghurt

4 tbsp fat-free cocoa powder 

4 tbsp chia seeds

60 g walnuts

12 strawberries

sugar or sweetener, optional

For garnishing

Chocolate-covered walnuts 

strawberries

METHOD 

Mix the cocoa powder into 

the yoghurt. If it is too bitter, 

add a teaspoon of sugar or 

sweetener of your choice, 

to taste.

Add the chia seeds and mix 

well. Pour into bowls and 

refrigerate for four hours  

at least. 

Chop the walnuts  

and set aside. Wash  

the strawberries, remove  

the core and slice into  

small pieces. 

Garnish the pudding with 

chocolate-covered walnuts 

and sliced trawberries.

Cocoa and walnut pudding bowl
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SMOOTH 
OPERATOR INGREDIENTS

125 g cooked beetroot

140 g frozen mixed berries

2 tbsp oats

1 thumb-sized piece of stem

ginger

400 ml walnut milk (or other

any nut milk)

A handful of blueberries

2 handfuls of walnuts

A couple of mint sprigs

METHOD

Place the beetroot, frozen

berries, oats and stem

ginger into a blender.

Pour in the milk and whizz

until smooth.

Walnut, berry 
and beetroot 
smoothie bowl

Pour the smoothie into two 

bowls and decorate with 

blueberries, walnuts and 

mint leaves.

Carrot and walnut 
smoothie bowl

INGREDIENTS

400 g carrots, peeled  

and sliced

400 ml milk

4 oranges, juiced

4 canned pineapple slices

1/2 tsp grated ginger

60 g curried walnuts

For garnishing 

Grated coconut 

Grated ginger

METHOD 

In a blender, add carrots, 

half of the walnuts, orange 

juice, pineapple slices, milk 

and ginger. Blend until 

smooth and creamy. 

Pour into bowls and 

garnish with walnuts, 

grated coconut and a little 

grated ginger.

Serve chilled.
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